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Thanks to more than 10 years of experience leading a team of local specialists originally
called Veronality, we became a worthy business partner touring the main cities of North
Italy: Venice, Verona, Milan, Turin and Lake Garda. We live locally designing experiences
to go beyond our guests’ expectations

HERE IS WAYS
We are the In-Destination Management Company of northern Italy
providing a wide range of services including day touring, activities,
transportation & local experiences. We are your business on the
ground, we are there when you need us and out of the sight when
you don’t want

By providing every experience with our in-house team we can guarantee the high quality of every service



IT'S ABOUT EXPERIENCE
RESPONSIBLY
We feel the responsibility of being part of a
community. This is very important for us not
only to involve you in our present, but also
as an essential element to support and
develop for a sustainable future

Certification
for sustainable
Tour operator

Agenda 2030
Sustainable

Development
Goals

100% certificate
renewable

energy

Carbon
neutrality
footprint

Download latest annual report  ↓
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Milan, Boscoincittà

http://www.ways.tours/wp-content/uploads/2021/08/Ways-Stakeholder-commitment.pdf
http://www.ways.tours/wp-content/uploads/2021/08/Ways-Stakeholder-commitment.pdf
http://www.ways.tours/wp-content/uploads/2021/08/Ways-Stakeholder-commitment.pdf


WAYS STANDARDS

Ways is a team of selected local
guides and tour leaders that
personally design, create and provide
curated itineraries for 5-star
experiences with daily departure.

With Ways you can afford to live an
authentic travel experience even
respecting the containment rules of
the Covid-19. We can guarantee high
levels of safety and hygiene during
the tour or experience.

We ask guests to arrive at the
meeting point at least 10 minutes in
advance. In case of delay the
emergency phone number is:
+39 327 4674 179

HEALTH & SAFETY MEASURES

GENERAL INFORMATION

Pre-packaged small-group and private day
tours to discover the best of northern Italy,
starting from Venice, Verona, Milan and Turin.
Local experts at your disposal for 5-star tours
and activities.

Ways can help your travelers exploring more
than a touristic way, we can open doors to a
world of possibilities for high touch cultural
experiences

Read more

Ways guarantee full refund for
cancellations received within 24
hours from the departure of shared
small-group tours and within 7 days
for private group tour.

CANCELLATION POLICY

Read more

Waystours ©
Verona, Piazza delle Erbe

https://waystours.com/health-safety/
https://waystours.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/01/CANCELLATION-POLICY-WAYS.pdf


DAY TOURS AND ACTIVITIES

Milan Walking Tour
Duomo Cathedral and Terraces Skip-the-line Tour
Best of Milan Walking Tour with Duomo Cathedral
Pinacoteca Ambrosiana Gallery Guided Tour
Da Vinci's Last Supper Guided Tour
Milan e-Bike Tour
Milan Urban Woods e-Bike Tour

CITY TOURS

Milan Countryside and Wine Tasting Tour
Piedmont and Barolo Wine Tour from Milan
Valpolicella and Amarone Wine Tour from Milan
Lake Como Tour with Cruise from Milan
Lake Maggiore and Isola Bella Day Trip from Milan
Verona, Sirmione and Lake Garda Day Trip from Milan

EXCURSIONS

MILAN  

Milan, Piazza Duomo



MILAN TRANSFER SERVICE

Milan MXP airport - city center
Milan LIN airport - city center
Milan train station - city center
Milan - Bellagio
Milan - Varenna
Milan - Cernobbio

Mercedes sedan

170 €
75 €
75 €
130 €
130 €
100 €

maximum 2 passengers and 2 medium size luggage
+ 2 carry-on; prices per single daily service:

Milan MXP airport - city center
Milan LIN airport - city center
Milan train station - city center
Milan - Bellagio
Milan - Varenna
Milan - Cernobbio

205 €
115 €
115 €
165 €
165 €
125 €

Mercedes van
maximum 6 passengers and 4/6 medium size luggage
+ 6 carry-on; prices per single daily service:

Prices include agent commissions and taxes



Departure: Everyday at 9:30 am
Group: min 2 - max 10

Duration: 2 hours
Meeting: Milan, Via Casale, 5

 
Inclusions:

Licensed guide

Meet your local insider in the city center and start
this urban exploration to discover history, culture

and many anecdotes of this unique city where
innovation and tradition merge together to create a

perfect and interesting balance. Discover many souls
of the city, fashion and design Made in Italy, the

ancient and iconic monuments, the elegant palaces,
the artistic movements and much more. The first
stop is one of the most authentic places in Milan:

Navigli. This is the second home for many locals who
go there to have the world-famous Milan ritual: the
Aperitivo. In the past it was one of the main centers
for commerce, thanks to the picturesque canals that

connect the heart of Milan with the main cities
around. Continue through the city centre until San

Lorenzo columns, one of the last archaeological
Roman sites of the city. Stroll around the beautiful
streets of Milan to reach the heart of the business

area: Piazza Affari, famous for the statue in the
middle of the square. Then, follow your local guide

until Piazza Mercanti, an authentic hidden gem just a
few steps from the Duomo. This experience has not
come to an end jet! The Scala Opera House, Temple

of Opera, and the Galleria Vittorio Emanuele II, an
opulent shopping mall topped with vaulted glass and

iron arcades, are the next stops of the tour. Your
guide will explain to you everything about this

beautiful and famous area of the city. End your tour
on a high note admiring the beautiful gothic Duomo

Cathedral from the outside, a true architectural
wonder and the third-largest cathedral in the world.

milan
walking tour

SHARED SMALL-GROUP PRIVATE GROUP

ADULT

YOUTH

CHILD

KID

(+18)

(14-17)

(6-13)

(0-5)

35 €

25 €

25 €

free

2 PAX

4 PAX

6 PAX

8 PAX

190 €

190 €

192 €

192 €

SMALL GROUP

LIMITED

LICENSED

CITY GUIDE

UNESCO

HERITAGE

For more details and updated information
please check the website page

Milan, Galleria Vittorio EmanuelePrices include agent commissions and taxes

https://waystours.com/experience/milan-highlights-walking-tour/
https://waystours.com/experience/milan-highlights-walking-tour/


Departure: Everyday at 12:00 pm
Group: min 2 - max 10

Duration: 1.5 hours
Meeting: Milan, Piazza Duomo 1

in front of Mondadori Store
 

Inclusions:
Licensed guide

Entrance ticket to the Duomo

Meet the local guide, skip the line and visit during a
1.5 hours tour, the iconic Duomo di Milano. Learn

history and anecdotes of this terrific church: why it
is called “La Veneranda Fabbrica”, how many statues

populate the exteriors and how it was built. This
beautiful gothic cathedral is the third largest basilica

in the world. Follow your guide and discover the
perfect balance of naves, columns, and stained-glass
windows: the interior decoration took more than 10
centuries to complete. After visiting the interiors of

the Duomo, climb up to the rooftop terraces and
enjoy the breathtaking view of Piazza Duomo and of

the whole city from above. Do not forget to turn
around and look at the symbol of the city, La
Madonnina, a 13-feet-tall Virgin Mary statue

protecting and overlooking Milan, mentioned in
many popular songs. Visit at the Duomo and admire

the magnificence of this amazing city!

Duomo Cathedral
and Terraces

Skip-the-line Tour

SHARED SMALL-GROUP PRIVATE GROUP

ADULT

YOUTH

CHILD

KID

(+18)

(14-17)

(6-13)

(0-5)

39 €

35 €

35 €

free

2 PAX

4 PAX

6 PAX

8 PAX

230 €

310 €

390 €

472 €

SMALL GROUP

LIMITED

LICENSED

CITY GUIDE

skip-the-line

ticket

For more details and updated information
please check the website page

Milan, Duomo cathedralPrices include agent commissions and taxes

https://waystours.com/experience/milan-duomo-cathedral-fast-track-guided-tour/
https://waystours.com/experience/milan-duomo-cathedral-fast-track-guided-tour/


Meet your local insider in the city center and start
this urban exploration to discover history, culture

and many anecdotes of this unique city where
innovation and tradition merge together to create a
perfect and interesting balance. The first stop is one

of the most authentic places in Milan: Navigli.
Continue through the city centre until San Lorenzo

columns, one of the last archaeological Roman sites
of the city. Stroll around the beautiful streets of

Milan to reach the heart of the business area: Piazza
Affari, famous for the statue in the middle of the
square. Then, follow your local guide until Piazza

Mercanti, an authentic hidden gem just a few steps
from the Duomo. This experience has not come to

an end jet! The Scala Opera House, Temple of
Opera, and the Galleria Vittorio Emanuele II. Your

guide will explain to you everything about this
beautiful and famous area of the city. End your tour

on a high note visiting the beautiful gothic Duomo
Cathedral, a true architectural wonder and the third-
largest cathedral in the world. Follow your guide and
discover the perfect balance of naves, columns, and
stained-glass windows: the interior decoration took

more than 10 centuries to complete. After visiting
the interiors, climb up to the rooftop terraces (by lift)

and enjoy the breathtaking view of Piazza Duomo
and of the whole city from above.

Departure: Everyday at 9:30 am
Group: min 2 - max 10

Duration: 4.5 hours (including short break)
Meeting: Milan, Via Casale, 5

 
Inclusions:

Licensed guide
Entrance ticket to the Duomo

Best of Milan
Walking Tour with

Duomo Cathedral

SHARED SMALL-GROUP PRIVATE GROUP

ADULT

YOUTH

CHILD

KID

(+18)

(14-17)

(6-13)

(0-5)

69 €

65 €

65 €

free

2 PAX

4 PAX

6 PAX

8 PAX

426 €

512 €

600 €

680 €

SMALL GROUP

LIMITED

LICENSED

CITY GUIDE

skip-the-line

ticket

For more details and updated information
please check the website page

Milan, Navigli districtPrices include agent commissions and taxes

https://waystours.com/experience/best-of-milan-walking-tour-with-duomo/
https://waystours.com/experience/best-of-milan-walking-tour-with-duomo/


PRIVATE GROUP

2 PAX

4 PAX

6 PAX

8 PAX

200 €

240 €

276 €

312 €

Departure: Monday to Saturday at 3:00 pm
Group: min 2 - max 10

Duration: 1.5 hours
Meeting: Milan, Piazza Pio XI 2

near the entrance of the museum
 

Inclusions:
Licensed guide

Entrance ticket to the Ambrosiana museum

Meet your guide in Milan and get ready to discover
one of the most beautiful and underrated places of

Milan: Pinacoteca Ambrosiana. Enjoy a 1.5-hour
guided visit with a local expert guide to discover the

fascinating works of art of the iconic Italian
Renaissance. 

This beautiful place keeps incredible works of art by
Caravaggio, Raphael, Botticelli and Codex Atlanticus,

a collection of Leonardo Da Vinci's notes which
represents the great artist's genius.

Follow your guide through the main rooms and
discover the history and anecdotes about artists and

paintings. Learn about Leonardo Da Vinci’s art and
philosophy and deepen into some of the most

fascinating Italian masterpieces.

Ambrosiana
art Gallery
Guided Tour

SMALL GROUP

LIMITED

LICENSED

CITY GUIDE

unique

collection

For more details and updated information
please check the website page

Waystours ©
Milan, Ambrosiana Art Gallery

Prices include agent commissions and taxes

https://waystours.com/experience/pinacoteca-ambrosiana-gallery-guided-tour/
https://waystours.com/experience/pinacoteca-ambrosiana-gallery-guided-tour/


320 €

400 €

495 €

584 €

Departure: Thursday and Saturday at 3:00 pm
Group: min 2 - max 30

Duration: 1 hour
Meeting: Milan, Piazza di Santa Maria delle Grazie 2

by the entrance of the church
 

Inclusions:
Licensed guide

Entrance ticket to the Last Supper museum

Meet the local guide by the church, skip the long line
and prepare yourself for an incredible encounter

with one of the most beautiful and iconic Leonardo’s
works of art. After a briefing with the local guide,

introducing Leonardo’s works, art and importance
for the city of Milan, you’ll start a brief preparation

for the visit (ID check, temperature etc), it would
take some minutes and it’s mandatory for all visitors,

but .. waiting for the pleasure it’s a pleasure itself!
After the preparation you’ll be ready for your bucket

list activity: see Leonardo’s Last Supper. Admiring
this unique masterpiece is for sure a lifetime

experience not just for the importance and fame of
this mural painting but because it’s extremely

delicate and the conservation is difficult. This is one
of the reasons why the visit to the mural painting

lasts around 15 minutes, enough to admire the
details of this incredible work of art and to take

some memorable pictures (no flash allowed). Before
or after the visit your local guide will tell you more
about surprising facts, the innovative perspective,
the composition, the characters and the technique
used by the artist, as well as the history of the site.

The Church of Santa Maria delle Grazie and the
Refectory with the Last Supper has been listed as a

UNESCO World Heritage, something you can’t really
miss during your visit to Milan.

leonardo Da Vinci's
Last Supper
Guided Tour

SMALL GROUP

LIMITED

LICENSED

CITY GUIDE

cultural

HERITAGE

For more details and updated information
please check the website page

Milan, Last SupperPrices include agent commissions and taxes

SHARED SMALL-GROUP PRIVATE GROUP

ADULT

YOUTH

CHILD

KID

(+18)

(14-17)

(6-13)

(0-5)

49 €

49 €

49 €

N.A.

2 PAX

4 PAX

6 PAX

8 PAX

https://waystours.com/experience/da-vincis-last-supper-skip-the-line-guided-tour/
https://waystours.com/experience/da-vincis-last-supper-skip-the-line-guided-tour/


LICENSED

CITY GUIDE

Meet your local insider in the city center, choose
your eBike and start this relaxing urban exploration

to discover the best of this incredible city where
innovation and tradition merge together to create a

perfect and interesting balance. Discover many souls
of the city, fashion and design Made in Italy, the

ancient and iconic monuments, the elegant palaces,
the artistic movements and much more. Start this

tour with one of the most authentic places in Milan:
Navigli. This is the second home for many locals who

go there to have the world-famous Milan ritual: the
Aperitivo. Pedal through the city centre until San

Lorenzo columns, one of the last archaeological
Roman sites of the city. Listen to the story of the
ancient city and discover the new traditions that

characterize everyday life. Continue the tour
following your local insider riding through the iconic

streets of the city, going from the Milan Stock
Exchange, to Duomo di Milano, the Sforzesco

Palace, through the luxuriant Sempione Park, the
elegant Vittorio Emanuele Gallery with its iconic

fashion brands and the increasingly modern
neighborhoods, this tour will show you the city from

a completely new perspective. Finally reach the
stunning and new city districts including Piazza Gae

Aulenti, the Vertical Wood building. Follow your
expert local guide and discover the curiosities and

the beauties Milan has to offer.

Departure: Everyday at 9:30 am
Group: min 2 - max 8

Duration: 3.5 hours
Meeting: Milan, Via Conca del Naviglio 5

 
Inclusions:
Tour guide

E-bike
Helmet

milan
e-bike tour

SHARED SMALL-GROUP PRIVATE GROUP

ADULT

YOUTH

CHILD

KID

(+18)

(14-17)

(6-13)

(0-5)

39 €

35 €

n.a.

n.a.

2 PAX

4 PAX

6 PAX

8 PAX

230 €

250 €

276 €

300 €

SMALL GROUP

LIMITED

EQUIPPED

e-BIKE

For more details and updated information
please check the website page

Waystours ©
Milan, Piazza Duomo

Prices include agent commissions and taxes

https://waystours.com/experience/milan-highlights-ebike-tour/
https://waystours.com/experience/milan-highlights-ebike-tour/


PRIVATE GROUP

2 PAX

4 PAX

6 PAX

8 PAX

230 €

250 €

276 €

300 €

Departure: Monday to Saturday at 3:30 pm
Group: min 2 - max 8

Duration: 3 hours
Meeting: Milan, Via Conca del Naviglio 5

 
Inclusions:
Tour guide

E-bike
Helmet

Leave the chaotic old town and immerse yourself in
the silence and peace that only nature can

guarantee. Relax enjoying the sounds of cicadas and
the gurgling of water, the heady scent of nature and

the green paradise all over you. Discover the
incredible woods that spring in the shade of

skyscrapers during a relaxing 3-hour bike tour.
Experience a new and unique way of visiting Milan.

Boscoincittà (“Woods in the City”) is where man's
ingenuity and the beauty of nature perform at their

best. Be amazed by this surprising rural area
boasting unique habitats, natural springs, green

paths, dragonflies, paddy fields and farmsteads and
discover the surprising rural past of the city. Let

yourself be guided away from the traffic of the city
and through the unforeseen paradise that will make

your stay in Milan really unforgettable.

Milan
Urban Woods

e-Bike Tour

SMALL GROUP

LIMITED

unique

landscape

For more details and updated information
please check the website page

Waystours ©
Milan, Boscoincittà

EQUIPPED

e-BIKE

Prices include agent commissions and taxes

https://waystours.com/experience/milan-urban-forest-e-bike-tour/
https://waystours.com/experience/milan-urban-forest-e-bike-tour/


Located just outside Milan, there is an area where
every year family-run wineries produce some fine

wine. Join this private experience and reach this
wonderful wine region with our guide, a wine expert
and enthusiast, on a private transport. Look outside
the window and admire the landscape that changes

little by little, and the city that slowly leaves room to
the luxuriant countryside. Savour some fine white

wines that, despite not being as famous as Prosecco,
are just as good...or even better! Discover new

flavors and, in the meantime, listen to your guide
describe the characteristics of the land and its

grapes. In the winery you will have a light lunch with
some typical local products and, before leaving for
Milan, you will have the chance to discover one of
the charming villages in the area. Do not forget to
take pictures or to even buy a couple of bottles of

wine to bring home. At the end of the tour, you will
go back to Milan right in time to enjoy the evening in

the city, or to have an APERITIVO (appetizer).

Departure: Monday to Saturday at 9:30 am
Group: min 2 - max 8

Duration: 4.5 hours
Meeting: Milan, Porta Genova

 
Inclusions:
Tour guide

Private transportation
Winery visit

Wine tasting with food pairing

Milan Countryside
and Wine Tour

SHARED SMALL-GROUP PRIVATE GROUP

ADULT

YOUTH

CHILD

KID

(+18)

(14-17)

(6-13)

(0-5)

89 €

89 €

N.A.

N.A.

2 PAX

4 PAX

6 PAX

8 PAX

470 €

540 €

600 €

680 €

SMALL GROUP

LIMITED

PRIVATE

TRANSPORTATION

1 WINE

TASTING

For more details and updated information
please check the website page

Waystours ©
Oltrepo' Pavese

Prices include agent commissions and taxes

https://waystours.com/experience/milan-countryside-wine-tour/
https://waystours.com/experience/milan-countryside-wine-tour/


Leave Milan behind and reach the Langhe wine
region of Piedmont on a full-day tour. Explore the

area where Barolo (“the king of wines”) and
Barbaresco are produced. Passing through hilly

landscapes and beautiful valleys changing colour
seasonally, you will visit 2 different wineries with

your wine expert guide. In the first winery, the
producer will show you the vineyards and will tell

you how Barolo wine is produced. Then you will join
an amazing wine tasting session. After a light lunch

based on local products, your guide will bring you to
the second winery: there, you will notice that

different wineries have different production
processes and you will be able to decide which one

you prefer.

Departure: Monday to Saturday at 9:30 am
Group: min 2 - max 8

Duration: 8 hours
Meeting: Milan, Porta Genova

 
Inclusions:
Tour guide

Private transportation
2 winery visits

2 wine tastings with food pairing

Piedmont and
Barolo Wine Tour

from Milan

For more details and updated information
please check the website page

Waystours ©
Langhe

SHARED SMALL-GROUP PRIVATE GROUP

ADULT

YOUTH

CHILD

KID

(+18)

(14-17)

(6-13)

(0-5)

189 €

189 €

N.A.

N.A.

2 PAX

4 PAX

6 PAX

8 PAX

960 €

1120 €

1290 €

1424 €

SMALL GROUP

LIMITED

PRIVATE

TRANSPORTATION

2 WINE

TASTINGs

Prices include agent commissions and taxes

https://waystours.com/experience/piedmont-barolo-wine-tour-from-milan/
https://waystours.com/experience/piedmont-barolo-wine-tour-from-milan/


PRIVATE GROUP

2 PAX

4 PAX

6 PAX

8 PAX

1080 €

1260 €

1440 €

1592 €

Meet the local guide in Milan and delve into the
magic world of Amarone wine during a full-day tour

in Valpolicella region. Discover the Veronese wine
region and the stunning locations where tradition

and innovation merge to create unique wines. 
Visit 2 traditional wineries, which will be selected by

your local expert guide according to your interests.
You’ll visit a fascinating and family-run winery

located in the heart of Valpolicella. Here, the
winemaker will show you the wine cellar, tell you the

secrets of the production and you'll see where the
wine is kept. Then, you will enjoy a wine tasting,

including the famous Amarone, paired with some
local cheese and salami.  After this first wine
experience the tour will continue enjoying a

traditional lunch in a selected “trattoria” with
homemade dishes and local products. After lunch

you’ll reach the second winery in a different valley of
Valpolicella where the owner will tell you more

about the family traditions and about the vineyards
that create the unique and world-famous Valpolicella

wines. After a pleasant walk through the vineyards
you’ll enjoy a second wine tasting session to

discover the aromas coming from a unique soil.
Finally, you’ll get back to Milan after this memorable

wine experience.

Departure: Monday to Saturday at 9:30 am
Group: min 2 - max 8

Duration: 9 hours
Meeting: Milan, Porta Genova

 
Inclusions:
Tour guide

Private transportation
2 winery visits

2 wine tastings with food pairing

Valpolicella and
Amarone Wine Tour

from Milan

For more details and updated information
please check the website page

Waystours ©
Valpolicella, Marano

SMALL GROUP

LIMITED

PRIVATE

TRANSPORTATION

2 WINE

TASTINGs

Prices include agent commissions and taxes

https://waystours.com/experience/valpolicella-and-amarone-wine-tour-from-milan/
https://waystours.com/experience/valpolicella-and-amarone-wine-tour-from-milan/


PRIVATE GROUP

2 PAX

4 PAX

6 PAX

8 PAX

930 €

1080 €

1290 €

1520 €

PRIVATE

TRANSPORTATION

BOAT TOUR

INCLUDED

Lake Como is a magic place that has inspired and still
inspires many artists and celebrities. Discover this
area on a guided tour, traveling on a comfortable

private van with an expert tour guide. Visit the most
famous and beautiful villages, such as Bellagio, or the

garden of one of the villas surrounding Lake Como.
Have a walk around the old town of one of these

amazing hamlets and enjoy some free time for
shopping and lunch. If you wish, we can arrange a

boat tour on the lake as well: this is the perfect spot
to enjoy the stunning view on the coast, relax in the

sun and dive into the water! During this tour you’ll
see the best of Lake Como in just one day.

Departure: Monday to Saturday at 9:30 am
Group: min 2 - max 8

Duration: 5 hours
Meeting: Milan, Porta Genova

 
Inclusions:
Tour guide

Private transportation
Boat tour

Lunch

Lake Como Tour
with Cruise
from Milan

For more details and updated information
please check the website page

Waystours ©
Lake Como, Varenna

LUNCH

INCLUDED

Prices include agent commissions and taxes

https://waystours.com/experience/bellagio-and-lake-como-tour-from-milan/
https://waystours.com/experience/bellagio-and-lake-como-tour-from-milan/


PRIVATE

TRANSPORTATION

BOAT TOUR

INCLUDED

PRIVATE GROUP

2 PAX

4 PAX

6 PAX

8 PAX

800 €

1040 €

1260 €

1480 €

Meet the guide in Milan center and head to Stresa, a
little lake village. Once arrived, the lake will be

waiting for you: you'll enjoy a pleasant boat tour to
reach the first stop of this day-tour: Isola Madre.

This is the first of Isole Borromeo, beautiful islands
owned by earls Borromeo.  Admire the botanical
garden, the stunning nature and the picturesque

houses of this tiny island. An authentic hidden gem
in the heart of Lake Maggiore. Don't forget to bring

your camera! Isola Madre and the garden are so
photogenic, you can't miss the opportunity to take

iconic photos of this charming place. After this
relaxing moment you'll head to the second island of

Borromeo land: Isola Bella. Iconic beautiful place,
known for the elegance of the palaces, the beauty of
the tiny streets and the enchanting garden. Entering

this magic place is a real wow moment. Your local
expert will show you the most fascinating corners

walking through the cobblestone lanes and will tell
you all about the history and local culture of this

village. Delve into the history of the island and feel
like living in the past by walking through the
charming streets and the "botteghe". Enjoy a

traditional lunch in one of the local bistot and have
some free time to go shopping or relax by the lake

before going back to Milan.

Departure: Monday to Saturday at 9:30 am
Group: min 2 - max 8

Duration: 6 hours
Meeting: Milan, Porta Genova

 
Inclusions:
Tour guide

Private transportation
Boat transfer

Entrance ticket to Isola Bella
Lunch

Lake Maggiore and
Isola Bella Day Trip

from Milan

For more details and updated information
please check the website page

Lake Maggiore, Stresa

FULL DAY

PRIVATE TOUR

Prices include agent commissions and taxes

https://waystours.com/experience/lake-maggiore-and-isola-bella-day-trip-from-milan/
https://waystours.com/experience/lake-maggiore-and-isola-bella-day-trip-from-milan/


PRIVATE GROUP

2 PAX

4 PAX

6 PAX

8 PAX

1260 €

1360 €

1470 €

1560 €

Meet your local guide in Milan and start this amazing day
experience. Visit the elegant village of Sirmione, a beautiful

peninsula in the middle of the lake, famous for its thermal
baths and amazing villas. Enjoy a pleasant boat tour around

Sirmione peninsula to admire the beautiful and elegant
villas, the landscape and a part of the Grotte di Catullo

made of an ancient Roman villa at the head of the village.
Don't forget to bring your camera! Sirmione is beautiful and

so photogenic and you can't miss the opportunity to take
iconic photos of this charming place. After this relaxing and

refreshing moment you'll start exploring the hamlet with
your local expert that will show you the most fascinating

corners walking through the cobblestone lanes and will tell
you all about the history and local culture of this peninsula

town. Delve into the history of the village and feel like
living in the past by walking through the charming streets

and the "botteghe". After the visit you'll have some free
time to go shopping or relax by the lake before leaving

Sirmione to reach one of the most beautiful villages of the
area and have lunch with delicious local dishes and fine

wine. Next stop? Verona, the romantic Roman city, famous
for the amazing Arena amphitheatre and Romeo and Juliet.  
Learn more about the history, traditions and legends of this

unique city. Discover with a local guide hidden spots and
walk through its narrow streets as a local. You will see the
most beautiful places, squares and monuments of Verona.
If you wish, you will have some free time at the end of the

tour before going back to Milan. 

Departure: Monday to Saturday at 9:30 am
Group: min 2 - max 8

Duration: 10 hours
Meeting: Milan, Porta Genova

 
Inclusions:
Tour guide

Private transportation
Boat tour

Verona guided walking tour
Lunch

Verona, Sirmione
and Lake Garda

Day Trip from Milan

For more details and updated information
please check the website page

Waystours ©
Lake Garda, Sirmione

PRIVATE

TRANSPORTATION

BOAT TOUR

INCLUDED

FULL DAY

PRIVATE TOUR

Prices include agent commissions and taxes

https://waystours.com/experience/verona-lake-garda-tour-from-milan/
https://waystours.com/experience/verona-lake-garda-tour-from-milan/
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